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TEUTONS BEGIN ATTACK ALONG
THE ENTIRE FRONT

OF

ALLIES'

LINE, WHICH WEAKENS SLIGHTLY
In the Center the Kaiser's Forces Make
Decided Advances hy Hard Fighting

A

Angra Pequena, Germany's diamond
field In southwest Africa, was followed quickly by a German raid on the
British harbor at Walfish bay, In
Cape Colonia'.
According to Cape Town dispatches
thes raiders are only a patrol and
a
appear to be the advance guard of
attempted
The
patrol
force.
larger
to dynamite the jetty at Walfish bay
and a tug moored alongside it, but
the damage they inflicted was Blight.

GERMANS FORTIFY THE

LINES

TAKE NO CHANCES UPON BEING
CUT OFF FROM SOURCE OF

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

BATIE

held of Przemysl, heretofore empha
sised in dispatches in Petrograd as
Russian
forecasting a triumphant
march to Cracow and thence to Vien
na and Budapest, apparently had been
made complete by the occupation of
Khyrow, 20 miles 60Uth of Przemysl
nd close to the junction of railroad
lines connecting with Jaroslau, the
B
important railway center taken by the
Russian troops some time ago.
On the British Isles the public is
AND
GERMANS HAD RAMPARTS
awaiting with keen Interest the
BASES FOR HEAVY CANNON
of Premier Asquith's appeal to
IN FRANCE
the Irish as voiced In Dublin last night
With a Welsh army corps already In a
tentative stage of formation, EnglishABANDONED FACTORY SITES men believe that the Irish will not be
outdone.
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OF INDUSTRY
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MEN

Two Hundred Men are Lost in First En
gagement of New Mexican Rebellion
PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT

EXPECTS

BLOODSHED

SAILORS

ARE'1N TWO WRECKS Statement Issued From the

and Right Wings Firm, They Neutralize the AdMANY SOLDIER INFORMANTS
Section-Russ- ians
London, Sept. 20. A dispatch from
vantage Secured by Their Enemy in the Middle
Telegraph
Amsterdam to Reuter's
Still Advancing in Galicia Population Flees
company says that, according to the EVERY CITY IN. ENEMY'S TERRITORY HOUSED TEUTONIC
From Cracow, Which Will Be Assaulted
Telegraaf, the whole German line of

By Holding Left

mmunications in Belgium has been
fortified to the northwest of Antwerp
where the invaders are building for
mications and are digging trenches.
Communication with Antwerp now
is extremely difficult, the newspapers
sav. nobody being allowed to enter
the zone of fortifications unless they
can produce a pass signed by the mili
tary governor of the Belgian fortress.
The Volks Zeltung of Cologne says
the Germans have heavy siege guns
around Antwerp. The street car line
between Brussels and Minove, this
newspaper says, is being exclusively
used by the Germans for the transportation of provisions to the Gerof
man position on the northwest
Brussels, where skirmishes wltn the
are of daily occurrence.
The Zeppelin - airship"'' which"1; on
Thursday 'night dropped bombs on
cruised, according to the Volks
Zeltung over the whole province of
Flanders.
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ENGLISH AND FRENCH MAKE DETERHINED FIGHT
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REVENUE CUTTER, AFTER RESCUING
MEN, IS DASHED
AGAINST A REEF

,

Capital Lays Blame for Revolution
Upon General Villa, But Shows That Jealousy on the Part
of Carranza and the Rebel Leader is at Bottom of the
Entire Trouble Vera Cruz Rail Line Cut

Sept. 2'!. The
Seattle,
Waish(,
of
Washington, Sept. 26. General Car- Gomez, commanding the advanced
26. In spite of the
battle of extraordinary severity Is raging at the western wing
Sept.
London,
bound
for
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Cordova,
ranza
called a meeting of the diplo guard. Gomez had Maytorena's Yaquls
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and German battleline In the region of Noyon, 60 miles
the Anglo-Frenchas been fighting on Island, Alaska, to take off the officers matic corps in Mexico City yesterday in flight when he received a bullet.
there
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to
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was
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statement this a
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Mrs. Veeder Gives
Two Beautiful parties
Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder entertained
twice this week at her home on the
Plaza. On Thursday afternoon she
gave a "Back to School Days" party,
and, as one of the guests said at part-

ing:

,

SEPTEMBER 26,

Just what that age is
have not made out, but it lies some-- !
where between 30 and 50. No Elk
ever is over 50, no matter how long
he has lived, and none weighs over
200 pounds. They all have a Joyish,
bcyish, bubbling heart of youth, and
no whiskers.
"I never saw an Elk who was very
rich, excepting in kindness and good
cheer. But they all have all the
money they need, even If not all they
w ant.
"The Elk is not troubled about sav
ing his soul in fact he is not troubled
about anything. Perhaps that is one
distinguishing feature. He does not
worry, nor shake the red rag of wordy
warfare. He believes that everything
is all right or nearly so and that
his task is to do his work, and not
to bother other folks any more than
he has to.
You cannot down a maa who can
laugh at himself. The Elk stays right
in the game; I never heard of one
retiring from business.
'There seems to be little danger
that the Elks' fraternity will evolve
into a religion. He knows that truth
la a point of view, that all Is relative,
that nothing Is final or absolute, nor
can it be in a world where nothing
is permanent but change.
"So the Elks' religion Is Now and
Here; to partake of all good things
in moderation; to give out love and
kindness, because these things come
back, and to supply a scrap only to
the man who repeatedly asks for It,
and will accept nothing else this as
a matter of accommodation.
"To do good is the first prong of an
Elk's creed. And he realizes, being
wise, that the best way to benefit your
self Is to benefit others."
I

.j$osenmfd6 Son

that triples
your light
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MARRIED

"CASCARETS" CLEANSE
LIVER AND BOWELS
NO MORE HEADACHE,

BAD COLDS,

STOMACH
SOUR
CONSTIPATION

Get a

AND

box now.

Are you keeping your liver, stomach
and bowels clean, pure and fresh with
Cascarets or merely forcing a passsalts.ca-thartl- c
ageway every few days with
is
This
oil?
pills or castor
important.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
and fermenting food and foul gasea;
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system the constipated waste matter and poison In
the bowels.
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
and constipated you feel, a Cascaret tonight will straighten you out by morning. They work while you sleep. A
box from your druggist will keep
your head clear, stomach sweet and
your liver and bowels regular for
mcnths. Don't forget the children
their little Insides need a gentle cleansing, too. Adv.

MEK

LIVE- -

"Peruna Cured Me

LONG

Statistical Expert Has Proved That
Husbands Are Better Risks
Than Bachelor.
Dr. Hans Curadze, the German statistical expert, has discovered a new
"barrier" between men and women.
After studying the statistics of deaths
and marriages he declares: , "If men
want to enjoy long life they should
marry; if women want to grow to a
good old age they should remain spinsters."
He admits that his conclusions can
be established with greater certainty
when the city of Berlin publishes its
proposed statistical tables of widows,
widowers, divorced persons and persons who secured separations at vari
ous ages, but be says that tables already available show that married
women die sooner than the unmarried,
whereas married men live longest.
Statistics show that the fatal age for
all males, married and unmarried, is
whereas for the marabout forty-four- ,
and
ried men it lies between fifty-fivsixty.
The fatal age for all women Is about
fifty, ten years more for unmarried
women, and nearly ten years less for
married.
Thus, If Doctor Curadze's statistics
are to be believed, the woman who remains single may expect 20 years
more of life than her married sister.
Marriages dissolved by the death-o- f
the wife last, on an average, ten to
years, those dissolved by the hus
band's death usually last 20 to 25
years.
According to this the number of
widowers In the average community
Is always considerably in excess of the
number of widows. This Is only one
of the interesting questions which will
be answered by the elaborate statistics
now being collected in Berlin.

E. Clement, G. H. SimpKins, ana w.
It is better to have come and stayed C. McKelvy, all of Las Vegas, J. H.
Than never to have come at all."
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the
order
Denver,
of
the
Some
riment to the pupils.
that
Raynolds:
costs wcist of the girls drew pictures of
"The faults of our brothers we will
a
and
scolding
got
fr.eir
too,
beaux,
less.
you
S. Avers and Mrs. N. C. Burch of
write on the sands; Their virtues on
for it.
and
love
Tropico, Calif. On Wednesday the rememory."
Yesterday afternoon it was a but the tablet of
.
ception was in the nature of a muslo-aleever
I
if
"I am not a jiner. But
jine
terfly party. The parlors were beauR.
E.
Mrs.
Mabel
Hall
and
Mrs.
tifully decorated, great streamers of the jiners I will jine with the Elks."
Russell played several instrumental
with butterflies
ribbons bedecked
"Without any special written code
selectios and Mrs. Roy Prentice and
sweeping from the chandeliers to the or creed, the Elks stand for a certain
Mrs. Frank Reiman sang several sotables on which the idea was also standard of intellect and ethics. The
los.
The parlors were beautifully decarried out with bouquets of flowers man with an Elk's tooth on his watch
on all three occasions, pink
corated
ar.d
gossamer wings. fob, or the antlers in his buttonhole,
and white being used as the color
There was a short musical program. has no quarrel with the world. He
scheme. Sweet peas and smilax were
NOT AN APT PUPIL
also governed by the party's motif. accepts life and finds it good.
4 4
used in the dining room.
Mrs. Frank Reiman sang from "Mad"The true Elk does not condemn,
Mrs. Burch's guests were Mrs. W.
Boy Scouts Take
ame Butterfly," Mrs. Cecllio Rosendisparage, nor rip reputations up the In New Members
BEN HUR
J.
Lucas, Mrs. I. Parkin, Mrs. M.
Miss
wald read "To a Butterfly," and
back.
Mrs. F. H. Crail, Mrs. W. M.
the Boy Scouts last
a
At
of
The Ben Hur lecture tomorrow Elizabeth Cooley played the "Buttermeeting
Realizing his own limitations, he
illusMrs. P. C. Carpenter, Mrs.
few
of
A.
one
M.
Jackson,
C.
Y.
will
be
In
very
rooms
the
the
of
night
fly Waltz."
Is lenient in his judgments toward night
new members were initiated. The George L. Guy, Mrs. H. G. Coors, Mrs.
four
trated lectures given at the Baptist
Even the cream was frozen in but- those who have been
tempted by fate
was an enthusiastic one, and W. Stevenson, Mrs. L. Layton, Mrs.
church this fall, as evangelistic meet-- terfly molds, and the salad and the
to
resist. This meeting
their
beyond
power
imr will heein October 8. Ben Hur sandwiches were cut and patted and
to reorganize the old R. H. McG.ee, Mrs. David Hazels,
was
decided
it
quality of mercy, I have noticed, is
will be reviewed in two lectures, Sun spanked Into the same form.
Wolf patrol, with Frank H. H. Rob- Miss Coulter, Mrs. A. B. Livlngood,
For
strongly Implanted In the Elk culture.
Mrs. M. Gray, Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs.
day night and a week from Sunday amusement the guests wrote recipes
"The Elk never weeps over his own erts, Jr., as patrol leader. The boys
to
any in which butter was used, and then
are anxious for new members to serve E. B. Holt, Mrs. George A. Fleming,
night. The book ranks second
but for the stricken souls
book written in America, and first of answered such questions as "What is troubles,
Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. William Howe,
his tears of pity are near on the local council. The new mem
of
the
earth
all written in New Mexico.
Mrs. A. J. Baker, Mrs. R. Freeman,
In
Kar
are
bers
taken
last
best to do to exterminate the fly?" the surface. He loves
night
children, reMrs. E. R. Russell, Mrs, Roy PrenJohn
Osborne
Elliott
For first prize a butterfly hair decorHaydon,
spects old age, and so far as I have Noll,
Mrs. Mabel E. Hall, Mrs. F. L.
Float
tice,
James
was
conand
ation
and
the
Sands,
Heart,
for
awarded,
Head,
Fluttering
Dizzy
seen doesn't incline especially toward
Reiman, Mrs. P. Walls and Mrs. A.
solation prize a fly swattpr. Mrs. indifference to feminine charms.
4 4 4
ing Speck
J. Mitcliell.
These are signs of kidney and blad Veeder's guests were:
'T believe this will hold; no little Mrs. Burch Is
a
Charlot-theadaches
4 4
afternoon
Mrs.
You'll
have
Thursday
der trouble,
apology for a man ever joined the Delightful Hostess
Fugate. Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Elks he would not feel at home
Guild's
Musicale
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Mrs. O. E. Burch entertained on three
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid Mrs. Frank Reiman, Mrs. H. P. among them. To be an Elk you must
Monday and Tuesday of this Erjoyable Event
afternoons,
Dolly I have at last come to the
miserable
Tour
Browne, Mrs. W. G. Haydon, Mrs. have faith In other
pv Pills at once.
In your- week and Tuesday-o- f
faith
men,
last week, in Last Tuesday evening the Ladies conclusion that men are not to be
will 3. W. Harris, and Mrs. Harris mother
You
will
tone.
be
fopiino.,iv
self and faith in the universe.
honor of her house guests, Miss Alice guild of St Paul' Memorial church trusted.
Polly My dear, has it taken yon all
sleep well, eat well and grow strong and sister, Mrs. Oldham and Mrs.
"The
look
Elks
all
alike
and
are)
Hope of Jefferson City, Mo., Mrs. A. gave an organ recital and musicale these
J. O. Groves; Mrs. Hugh J. Ryan, Mrs.
ooM
mraln. Try them.
ort
years to discover that fact?
at the home of Mrs. John Robbins
Mro. J .3. Moore,
Sofcaefer and Hed Cross Drug Store, O. G. Schaefpr
on National avenue of which the re
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. Bear
is still fresh In the minds
collection
ing, Mrs. R. K. McClanahan. Mrs.
of all who attended. Not for a long
Dress
For
Girls
Accessories
Little
W.
J.
Mills, Mrs. W. P. Mills, Mrs.
VALVES 12 FEET HIGH
time has Las Vegas been treated to
T. Mills, Mrs. Laura Witten,
New York, Sept. 2(1 The valves for Byron
a musical feast. It was
such
II
IHHII
!JIM
Sirs. D. T. Hoskins, Mrs. E. B. Shaw
- II.
."wiiJBW"
;.
shutting off the flow of water In the
from an artistic standpoint
triumph
Mrs.
D.
Winternitz, and Mrs. Winter- shafts of the Catsklll aqueduct in this
The
numbers on the program
many
nitz's sister, Mrs. Loebenberg; Mrs
city are the greatest ever used. The
were applauded over and over by the
V. Long, Mrs. Harriett Van Pet- largest ones stand 12 feet high and
audience of fully 150 people.
The
aesen. feet in diameter at their maxi- ten, Mrs. John Robblns, Mrs. F. L
ladies,
also, netted a tidy sum from
Mrs.
Myers,
H.
J,
Mrs.
Ward,
mum. They vary in weight, with all
Steph
the admissions, which will be devoted
and machinery, en Powers, Mrs. E. I Abbett, Mrs.
their attachments
to the needs of the church.
John
Clark, Miss Daum, Mrs. Dr. Al
from 10 to 20 tons each. They are
of the finest manganese bronze and ice Rice, Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mrs.
Woman's Club
will withstand not only a tremendous Charles Tamme, Mrs. Frank H. H.
'
Roberts, Mrs. J. A. La Rue, Mrs. R.
N?mes Delegates
strain, but also mat and corrosion.
R.
Miss
Larkln,
Johanna
Vollmer and
The water from the Catskill reserWednesday afternoon the Woman's
club met in the chambers of the Com
voir of Ashokan will come down to Mrs. H. W. Kelly.
Friday afternoon Mrs. W J Lumercial club and "chose the delegates
the city in a tunnel and Is to be conMrs. R. j. Taupert, Miss Marie
cas,
to attend the meeting of the State
In
a tunnel
veyed beneath Manhattan
driven through the solid rock at Seneeal, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs
Federation of Women's clubs at Sil
IIe Davis. Mrs. Adolphine
ver City on October 13 to 16. Mrs,
Kohn, Mrs
depths varying from 150 to 700 feet
beneath the street
Jefferson Raynolds, president, will at
The Inte- Kallett Raynolds, Mrs. Columbus
tend in her official capacity. The
rior, of this gigantic tube is ready to Moise, Mrs. I. Apnel, Mrs. S. Bachar-art)- ,
Mrs. I. Bacbarach, Mrs. H
two delegates are Mrs. Harriett Van
receive the supply, for the cement
G
Petten and Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts,
lining has been completed. It will be Coors, Mrs. Joe Danziger, Mrs.'
Charles Danziger, Mrs. Maurice
arid the alternates are Mrs. J. M,
months, however, before the various
Mrs. G. A. Fleming, Mrs. E
connections with city water mains
and Mrs. Daniel Stern.
Cunningham
and the arranging of valves can be W. Hart. Mrs. Herman Ilfeld, Mrs.
4 4 4
R. P. Johnson, Mrs.
E. N.
completed.
Mrs. Gray Gives "
Mrs. Roy Prentiss, Mrs. F. Kearney,
A Man'
Five Hundred Party
zarares, Mrs. Cecilio
Rosenwald,
On Monday evening Mr. and Mrs
CASE AFTER CASE
Mrs. Gilbert
Rosenwald, Mrs. David
W. T. Gray, of 323 Tenth street en
RcFenwald, Mrs. S. B.
Rohrer, Mrs
tertained a few friends at "Five Hun
Flenty More Like This in East Las E D. Raynolds, Mrs. H.
M. RmUK
dred.'' Durins' the
Vegas
Trs. W. p. Southard. Mrs w r,
ed game was started, and from sheer
Stapp, Mrs. W. H. Stapp, Mrs. J L.'
'
Scores of East Las Vegas people
proved a most fascinating In
ncvelty
Tooker, Mrs. John York and Mrs
H
can tell you about Doaa's Kidney S. Van
A light luncheon was servnovation.
Petten.
Pills. Many a happy citizen makes
ed. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
On both occasions Mrs.
the newest dress accessory of the ribbon should be thus employed. W. M. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. A
a public statment of his experience.
B
Miss Mann, Miss Vollmer ABOUT
A folded sash of ribbon, finished Livlngood, Mr.
girls is the altogether
Here Is a case of it What better agisted by
and Mrs. E. J. Scott
Miss
or
Livingston,
loose
bow
of
with
black
at
is
shown
a
fiat
the
practical
sash,
belt,
Davis.
back,
Mrs
Mr. F. D. Baer and Dr. A. n t.mi.
proof of merit can be had than such Spiess, Mrs.
Gortner and Mrs. Ben-so- velvet ribbon finished with a perfectly in the second picture. This ribbon is
endorsement?
flat bow, which is worn with, any sort often flowered and always of a light,
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave.,
of dress for afternoon. One sees this Boft texture that will not muss easily. Sorosis Meets
East Las Vegas, says: "About four
girdle of velvet on fine white lingerie Little girls delight In ribbons, and for With Mrs. Veeder
frocks and on simpler white dresses, that reason are Indulged in sprightly
years ago I was suffering a great Elksl Initiate
The third meeting- of Sorosis this
and it appears also as a part of sheer, hair bows, and when a ribbon sash is
deal My back ached terribly and was a Large Class
fall
was held Monday afternoon at
zephyr ginghams, dimities, organdies, worn a band and bow for the hair to
On Tuesday
so lame that it was hard for me to
evening the Rib. vi and similar
the home of Mrs. E. E. Veeder on
is
maid.
fabrics.
worn
is
match
allowed
It
the
little
loosely,
bend over to do any work that brought tiated one of the
largest classes of supported by narrow straps of the fab-Children's shoes are as simply made the Plaza. The subject for the after
a strain on my loins.. My kidneys v members m the
history of the rio sewed to the little dress, and as possible, and those for daily wear noon was Ecclesiastes and was
didn't act right and my whole system lodge. In addition to a
ably
large attend- - fastens with hook and eye 'or clasps follow the natural outline of the foot end intelligently interpreted
was affected. Others In our home ar.ee of the old
by the
members and the 11 under the bow. Ita proper adjustment exactly. Nothing is in worse taste leaaer. Mrs. R.
r. Larkln. Mrs.
had been greatly benefited by Doah's
u iook the goat route into
clearly shown in the picture than a misfit in shoes on children, or
foil. Isgivenveryhere.
O'Malley added greatly to the discus
anyone else.
Kidney pills and I began using them. ship there was a large
delegation of
Velvet ribbon, from three Inches
In little dresses designed for school sion of the subject ty reading a pa
I was soon cured and I have never
wtg m the company. A ban-qu- wide to the
Siting
which
or
widest
in
widths
play plain belts are made of the per on the literary character of the
had any trouble from my back or
was served, and a
typical Elks-goo- ribbons are woven, are strongly fea- same material as the dress and are book. The roundtanfe, "Modern Medi
kidneys since."
time followed.
tured In dancing frocks for older girls. worn In the same manner as the velvet tations on
Life," was full of Interest
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simThis evening the Elks will
hold one The widest ones make up a consider- girdle shown here. Nothing is allowed to all present. Mrs. Lee
Reiman faply ask for a kidney remedy get of their periodical
of the bodice, as they extend the little girl in the way of furbelows
able
part
stag smokers. The
Dean's Kidney Pills the same that class Initiated on
from a little below the waist to the other than her sash and hair ribbon. vored the club with beautiful vocal
Tuesday evening bust line. This leaves only the mat Thus simply clad she remains until selections, "God Remembers
Mrs. Meyers had. Foster-MIlburWhen
Co., was Frank Ettinger, W. E. Hoget, Paul
the World Forgets" and "Until God's
er of the sleeves to be taken care of. well Into her teens.
Y.
N.
Adv.
Props., Buffalo,
Breniger, W. C. Page, J. E.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY,
Long C for UtUe girls only the narrow widths
Day."
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MR. ROBERT

FOWLER,
Of Okarche, Oklahoma.
Mr. Robert Fowler, Okarche, Oklahoma, writes:
"To any sufferer of catarrh of the
stomach. I am glad to tell my friends
or Bufferers of catarrh that seventeen,
work of
years ago I was past
due to stomach troubles. I tried
known
remedy without
almost every

,

any-kind-

any results.
and am
"Finally I tried Peruna,
benetlted by the
happy to say I was
after
using a full
first bottle, and
treatment I was entirely cured.
"I am now seventy years old, and
am in good health, due to always
having Peruna at my command.fromI
would not think of going away
home for any length of time without
taking a bottle of Peruna along for
emergency.
"You are at liberty to use my picture and testimony if you think It will
help any one who has stomach,
trouble."

Pubimaster Keeps rt. -- ob.
A certain czar once posted a
where no sentinel was needed;
sen-tin-

for two centuries thereafter the spot
was guarded because no order cama
to stop guarding it. Apparently ou
own government can do things quite
as foolish. On the Maine coaBt is an
Island that used to have a summer
hotel and a summer post office. The
hotel was burned a year ago; but although not a single person lives on
the island, the post office still survives. The steamer stops at the deserted wharf every day, and the summer postmaster rows over from hla
home to meet It; then the postmaste
and a man from the steamer gravely
hand each to the other an empty mall
sack! Youth's Companion.
A

Lame Back

Kidney Trouble Cause

It
And it will give you even worse if
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
her back with kidney trouble and Inflamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney pills and now my back
is stronger" than in years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are entirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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COOKERY IN CENTRAL AFRICA

GOULD NOT

VOTE

LIGHT

There Have Wonderful Mat
tery of the Art, According to a
Returned Traveler.

SEPTEMBER

SEVERE FUNiSHMEHT

FOR

26, 1914.

THRE?

HARVARD HAS AN

People

STAND ON FEET
So Weak

Could
Found
Not Do Her Work
Relief In Novel Way.

Mr. Baker

NEW YORK IS

Probably few people suspect central
Africa of harboring some of the most
wonderful cooks in the world, but the
fact was announced by Mrs. M. French
Sheldon, the well known traveler and
explorer, in the course of a lecture re-

Standing, Relieved

so weak that I
could hardly do my

got

Iff

work.. When I

washed my dishes I
had to sit down and
when I would gweeD
the floor I would get
so weak that I would
have to get 8 drink
every few minutes,
and before I did my
dusting I would have
to lie down. I cot
bo poorly that my folks thought I was
One day I
going into consumption.
found a piece of paper blowing around
the yard and I picked it up and read it
It said 'Saved from the Grave,' and
told what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for women. I
showed it to my husband and he said,
' Why don't you try it T ' So I did, and
after I had taken two bottles I felt
better and I said to my husband, 'I don't
need any more,' and he said 'You had
better take it a little longer anyway.'
So I took it for three months and got
Mrs. Alonzo E.
well and strong."
Tecumseh
9
Adrian, Mich.
St,
Baker,
Not "Well Enough to "Work.
In these words is hidden the tragedy
of many a woman, housekeeper or wage
earner who supports herself and is often
helping to support a family, on meagre
wages. Whether in house, office, factory, shop, store or kitchen, woman
should remember that there is one tried
and true remedy for the ills to which all
women are prone, and that is Lydia E.
It
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
promotes that vigor which makes work
easy. The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass.

-

S

"These African people are the most
wonderful and fastidious cooks in the
world," said the lecturer; "their cooking is marvelous and they know practically every tree and plant that simulates a flavor. For instance, the
chef is in no way dismayed by
the lack of onions and pepper; she
merely gathers the bark of a certain
tree and scrapes the inner side to get
the one and searches for a particular
plant, which, rightly used, produces
the flavor of the other; and her skill
and patience in blending new flavors
and concocting fresh dishes are unbounded. With these powers at her
command, it is scarcely to be wondered at that wives in central Africa
are in great demand."
The possession of many wives is, in
fact, a sign of wealth, and as their industry is by no means confined to the
kitchen the chief who owns 1,500
wives Is really the owner of an army
of workers, who cook, wash, garden
and otherwise Justify their existence
by performing tasks usually regarded
as men's work. MarrlagdMaws are rigorous and some faults or crimes are
punished with great severity. A childless wife may find herself returned to
her father, provided the gifts she
brought her husband go with her. The
only consolation she has is that her
position in no way damages her market value as a wife If another suitor
should happen to present himself. Her
matrimonial experience is considered
rather a desirable asset as having
taught her exactly how a wife should
behave.

Girl Moved By Crane.
When the king and queen were making a tour of the Beardmore works, at
crane
Parkhead, Glasgow, a 120-to-n
began to move from the opposite end
of the workshop. Great was the asmajesties to find
Fred Back of the Chicago Feds re- tonishment of their usual
instead of the
huge gun, a
ceived a personal invitation to attend that,
pretty girl,carrying a bouquet, was
the National association meeting at the burden of the crane.
Omaha in November. Perhaps the
She stepped off the plate at the feet
minor leaguers overlooked the fact of the queen, and with a courtesy,
asked her majesty to accept the flowthat Fred is a Federal leaguer.
ers from the workmen, with love and
their thanks, for coming to Parkhead.
How's This?
The queen was delighted beyond measWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re- ure.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canComplicating the Calculation.
not he cured by Hall' aCatarrh Cure.
is the fourth dimension?"
"Wlat
&
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, 01.
"I don't know, and to tell the truth
We, the undersigned, have known P. I
hope it will never be located. If
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
they can find out how to measure it
believe him perfectly honorable in all they'll begin to charge for it In Belling
lousiness transactions and financially bouses and lots." able to carry out any obligations made
Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
his firm.
NATIONAL1 BANK OF COMMERCE,
Persons who are subject to bilious
attacks will be interested in the exToledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cur is taken inter- perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
nally, acting directly upon the blood Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
and mucous surfaces of the system. ago I suffered a great deal from indiTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents gestion and biliousness," she says. "I
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
Take Hall's Family pills for consti- and they relieved mo at once." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
pation. Adv

George Stallinga, manager of the
Braves, is now called "The Miracle
Man." over the National league circuit.
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New York, Sept. 2C Oil Tuesday
next the voters of New York will go
to the polls to make their party nominations for the numerous candidates
to be. voted for at the November election. Nominations will be made for
X'nited States senator, representatives
in congress, governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, state controller, state treasurer, state engineer, attorney general, Judge of the
court of appeals and members of both
branches of the legislature.
Most interest naturally centers In
the contests for the senatorial and
igubernatorial nominations. Republicans and democrats will have three
names each on the ballot for the United States senatorshlp to succeed Eli- hu Root, who declined to become a
candidate for renomlnation. The democratic candidates are Franklin D.
Roosevelt, James S. McDonough and
James W. Gerard, the present ambassador at Berlin. The three republicans are David Jayne Hill, James W.
Wadsworth, Jr., and William M. Cal-deBainbridge Colby of New York
City will be unopposed for the progressive nomination for senator.
There are seven candidates of the
different parties for the nomination
frt governor. The fight among the
democrats is between Governor Glynn
and John A. Hennessey. The three
republican candidates are District Attorney Charles S. Whitman, Job E.
Hedges and Harvey D. Hinman. Fred
erick M. Daveuport of Oneida, a for
mer state senator, seeks the progressive nomination. Mr. Davenport was
once candidate for lieutenant governor. Opposed to him for the progres
sive nomination for governor is former Governor William Sulzer. So far
the progressive leaders seem to have
been unable to estimate to their own
satisfaction just what proportion of
their vote can be corralled by Mr. Sulzer, who is a candidate on his own
Invitation.
Picking candidates in the primaries
Villi not be the easy job this year it
ha? been in others. There never was
a time in the history of this state
when an enrolled voter could not go
into the voting booth on primary day
and by merely folding a ballot and
handing it back to the election offi
cial could perform all the duty he
was called upon to perform In a primary election.
This year it will be different. With
the new direct primary law in effect
every voter when he enters the poll
ing place Tuesday will be called upon
to exercise both his mental and phy
sical faculties to a greater extent than
in any previous primary or general
election in this Btatte,.
"
The new ballot is a modified form
of the Massachusetts ballot, necessti-tatin- g
the marking of one X mark In
the voting space which appears in
front of every candidate for whom he
desires to vote. This will require the
enrolled voter to mark his ballot in
at least 35 different places, and in
some instances he may be called upon "to mark it 50 times, provided he
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ly CarduL

BUNCH

NOT EXCITE ANY PARTICULAR INTEREST

SURPLUS

:

EXCELLENT

PREDICTED

" I suffered terribly
with female weakness and backache and cently.
Adrian, Mich.

Of Mrs. ClappeD, of Fire Yeari'

EOSKNi.

Interest Pedd On Deposits

Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "1 sufiered for
five years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
1 tried most
every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Cardu!, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. 1
had not taken but about six bottles until
I was almost cured.
It did me more
good than all the other medicines 1 had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and 1 told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideache.
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
just as it has a million other women in
the past half century.
y.
You
Begin taking Cardui
won't regret it All druggists.
Wrtu
Chaflanoora Medlcln Co., Ladies'

CRIMSON'S

fOOTBALI. MATERIAL

PRONOUr-CE-

GOOD BY

EXPERTS

Coach Erocke must build up a pair of
fast ends, and a steady center. In
other respects the Quakers are well
supplied with veterans. Butler and
Borio are the best candidates for center; Murdock, Koons and Kelly furnish a nucleus for ends; Harris and
Carter are veteran tackles, while Captain Journeay, Russell, Wolfe and
Pepper are the leading guards. In
the back field Moffith, Avery, Bolger,
Merrill, Irwin and Jones have all had
experience In big games and with the
new material form a jjquad from
which a fast offensive and defensive
quartet should be selected.
Dr. A. L. Sharpe has an excellent
squad dj$ experienced players with
which to start the season at Cornell.
For lineman there are available Captain O'Hearn, Shelton, Mehaffey,
Lautz, Hart, J. D. MeCutcheon,
Williams, Cool, Frick, K. C. MeCutch-

Hen Pay Homage
:

to Mother's Friend

"t am not surprised to observe tha
number of men who come Into the store
to purchase 'Mother's Friend,' " remarked
a leading druggist.
The expectant mother if she hasn't
heard of this splendid embrocation ia
probably not reading the papers to much,
extent. And it she does it is a happy
thousht to send hubby to the drug store.
"Mother's Friend" is applied externally;
over the abdominal muscles.
It Is a gentle, soothing lubricant, penetrates to the fine network ot nerves
beneath the skin and has a marked
tendency to relieve the muscular strain
to which these broad, fiat abdominal
muscles are subjected. The cords, tendons and ligaments are thus permitted ta
stretch without the corresponding surface)
strain so often Involved during the period
of expectation. And particularly to youne
mothers is this remedial application or
Inestimable value since in thus keeping
the muscles firm but pliant it enables
them to go through the ordeal without
laceration of the enldcrmia often the cano
when this gentle attention is neclected.
"Moiner s f riend" is nigniy recommended by a host of women. Write)
Bradneld Regulator Co.. 408 iJimar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., and we will send you a valuable little book to expectant mothers.

New York, Sept 26. The heavy ar
tillery of the eastern college football
brigade unlimbers today and the boom
of punt and drop kick is heard on
many a varsity gridiron. Harvard,
Yale, Princeton,
Pennsylvania, Cor
and many other
nell, Dartmouth
eon, Munslck, Mallory, Gallogly, Snyelevens enter the field, a majority
der, MacDonald,
Sherwood, Cilnian,
of
their
the
initial
game
playing
Gass, Holtz and Jamlseon. In
Carnal,
schedules. While all report excellent
the back field Philippi, Barrett, Coll-yematerial from which to build up
Hubbard and
Lahr, Shuler,
teams, which late in November will Schlichter form- Taber,
of a
the
foundation
be battling for eastern football su
formidable aggregation of fast active
secret
no
make
the
coaches
premacy,
candidates.
of the fact that in almost every casei
vetthey are counting heavily upon
The death of James E. Sullivan,
Advisory Dec., Chattanooga, Term., lor Sticial eran players about whom they will
on
your cast and
itlruriiom
r
secretary-treasurebook, "Horn
of the Ameateur
lor Woman," is plain wra,.fcr. N.C. 124 build the 1914 football machines.
In this respect Harvard, which Athletic union, American Olympic
amateur
holds the 1913 season honors, is un commission and famous
desires to vote for the candidates for usually well equipped for the hard sports authority, removes an Ameri- several interesting sidelights have dethe county committee from his elec- campaign which includes games with can track and field devotee who was veloped. Boston by winning the 191
an ex- flag can draw within one point of the
tion district. As organization control Yale, Michigan,
Princeton, Brown, noted throughout the world as
will depend entirely on the ability of Washington and Jefferson and Penn. pert on all forms of athletic compe league record of ten pennants held by
His decisions and records Chicago, while New York can secure
a leader to control the county com State. This schedule, probably the tition.
were
in all countries where a tie with Boston since but one penaccepted
is
been
hardest
has
that
that
good organi
mittee, it
undertaken, by
likely
are
track
sports
held, as being abso- nant separatee the record of the two
zation men who in other years have an eastern team in recent years,
Since the death of cities. These three cities lead by a
correct
lutely
dene their full duty by "voting the places a heavy strain upon the team,
"Father Hill" Curtln he has been con comfortable margin all the other
more
than
and
is
certain
will
that
far
held
to
it
the
be
ticket,"
straight
sidered the world's foremost athletic cities which from time to time have
necessity of picking out laboriously the usual number of players will be
and much of the success been represented in the National
from a list of from 25 to twice that used iu both the major and minor authority
modern
of
the
revival of the Olympic league. The order in point of pennumber of candidates for county com contests. It is fortunate, therefore,
an American and nants won is as follows: '
both
from
games,
with
is
well
supplied
mittee places the candidates wanted that Harvard
18S5-6- ,
1906-international
Chicago: 1876, 1S80-1-2- ,
standpoint was due to
first and second string veteran maby the organization leaders.
- 8,
1910.
his
home
and
efforts
at
untiring
terial.'
CrimIn Captain Brickley the
With the election of members on
1897-abroad.
Boston: 1S77-8- , 1883, 1891-2-party committees and the nomination son has the most consistent drop
8- was
That
he
fitted
for
particularly
o'. party candidates for offices, there kicker of modern football. This is a
New York: 1888-9- , 1904-5- . 1541-1Mthis work was due to his early ath
are districts where the enrolled voter great asset but the team as a whole letic
1909.
career
his
and
competitive
Pittsburgh: 1901-2-may be required to mark his ballot must bring Brickley to within strik steadfast devotion to all forms of
1890, 1899, 1900.
Brooklyn:
on
hold
In as many as 50 places in order to ing distance of the goal and
Baltimore:
track and field sports. In the pnrly
vote the full ticket. Nor will the pri defense while he gets his kicks away
Trovid-nc- -:
of American athletic names
1873, 1884.
days
mary ballot in use for the first time safely.
acto
livan
earned
fame
Detroit: 1S87.
that
equal
a
has
Harvard
this
For
purpose
thi3 year have the party emblem, fam-ila- r
corded champions of the present day.
majority of the line and back field His
from of old, to guide the loyal
greatest athletic victory was the
a
cham
autumn
which
last
Unique golf items come from for
brought
man in picking out the canof the
champion eign lands fom time to time, one of
winning
On the line
to
Cambridge.
pionship
didates bearing the organization sign
1
of the Pastime A C. the latest
are again avail- ship in
being an account of a Chiin the form of emblem placed at the Cowan and Pennock
was Unusually se nese course which has been laid out
This
competition
as guards; Trumbull and Soucy
able
vere in the old days, consisting of in a
tcp of a party column.
large cemetery. The rather grew- for either center or tackle and Hard-wic- k
The present primary ballot was deone mile, five some links are. located near Tlcn Tsin
and Coolidge at ends. The 100,440,880 yard runs,
one hour, three hour runs, 25 and as the Chinese
signed frankly for the purpose of dis back field is
bury the dead just
intact with Logan at mile,
mile walk, high and broad jump, shot below the surface of the
couraging "straight ticket" voting and
halfat
Mahan
Bradlee
and
ground and
quarter,
to compel the enrolled voter to prac
and hammer events. Although an all- then mound up the
earth, to a considback and Brickley at fullback. Coach
tice discrimination in the picking of
round athlete his best performances erable height the course has been
problem is to develop were in
his candidates for nominations or pat Haughton's
and mile runs, aptly termed one Jof ".'' thounsand
the one-hafrom tho second string
and 1913
won many prizes in other forms bunkers. "
He
ty positions. That incidentally the freshman
8 . pretwo
one
Special.,
tackles and
squad
amateur vail, including
ballot should become a baffling puzzle end.
one which '
To select three or four suitab'e of competition, including
and wrestling honors, tug of player to lift his ball fron :i
to the illiterate voter did not deter
-of some 70 can- boxing
players from a
war events and swimming. Sullivan dug grave. The Chinese en
the enthusiasts for election reform didates is not asquad
task beyond Haughfrom pressing their plea for the elimi- ton's reach and with a
prized his medals and trophies to the ceive 5 cents per round of IS J i:,
satisfactory
of his death and left a trunk full
nation from the primary ballot of the second
prob- day
string Harvard's line-upt.rty emblem, which they contend lem should be solved early this sea- of gold and silver emblems won on
the athletic field in addition to those Keeps Your Liver Healthily Actishould not be used as a means of giv- son.
A man in Kentucky just told
bestowed upon him by foreign goving advantage to one candidate over
At Yale the outlook Is not so satisfriend that Foley Cathartic Tab'.'
his
for
in
later
years,
ernments,
another in a family quarrel. They did factory. Graduation cut heavily into
were the most wonderful nil i'
not win their point without opposi- the 1913 eleven and Coach Hinkey work in connection with the Olympio
had entered his system. Sm.I !
that
tion from the machine element of both will have to find new players for a games.
would not be without them. Xerl
the older parties in the legislature, number of positions. Of the reguhirs
would you, if you had ever tried the'
and it was only after the law had but three of last year's veterans are
The closing of the pennant race in A thoroughly cleansing cathartic f
been enacted that the discovery was left. Captain Talbott, left tackle; the National league has caused a chronic constipation or for an ocei
J made that it
provided for numbers in Wilson, quarterback, and Knowles, delving into the ancient records of sional purge. O. G. Schaefer ar.d U
we space beside the name of each halfback. Wilson and Knowles, be- the organization with the result teat Cross Drug Store. Adv.
candidate where a party emblem will tween them scored close to 50 per
cent of Yale's touchdowns last auappear on the general ballot.
tumn. There are several second
string letter men who should fit In
For a Weak Stomach
in Cater, Hubbard and
There are people right In this vicin acceptably
Brann, ends, Way, substitute tackle,
ity who find it necessary to be very
and
Wiser, Guernsey and MacLeish
careful about what they eat as they
for the back field. The freshmen
have weak stomachs. Many of them
eleven should also yield some power
would be very much benefited by the
linesmen and backfield material
same treatment that cured Mrs. Er- ful
and since Coach Hinkey will undoubt
nest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
edly inaugurate new coaching poli
writes, "I had a weak stomacu and cies it
may prove that he can develop
for years certain food disagreed with
machine from this more
a
stronger
me. I would feel uncomfortable for
mould able material.
hours after eating. I lost weight and
New coaching methods at Princeton
became debilitated. Then I began
mark the Tigers 1914 season and untaking Chamberlain's Tablets and the der the circumstances the veterans
promptness with which they benefited available
may not prove as valuable
me surprised both myself and my fam
as would be the case were the old
ily. They strengthened my digestion
to be continued,. It is gen
and in a short time I was sound and policiesunderstood that Princeton will
erally
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
play an open game using many forms
of the forward pass modelled along
the lines of the Notre Daine attack
YOUNG HEBREWS TO MEET
As a matter of fact this wonderful little
as shown, at West Point against the
26.
N.
an
The
J., Sept
Trenton,
disk stove is ready to cook m much less
nual conventions of the Young Men's army. If this proves correct fast, ac
than one minute from the instant you
and the Young tive and rangy players rather than
Hebrew association,
turn the switch. And you can cook on
Women's Hebrew association will be heavyweights will be in demand.
it practically anything you wish.
held in this city tomorrow. The ad Some of the 1913 letter players will
It is, perhaps, the most convenient
dress of welcome will be made by undoubtedly prove acceptable while
and
useful of the great variety of electri
new regulars' may have to be devel
Mayor Donnelly, of this city, while
now within the reach of all, not
devices
cal
cooking
and sec
other addresses will be delivered by oped from former freshmen
those
receiving the more modest incomes.
excepting
Princeton is
material.
Doctor Goldwasser, of New York, ond string
well supplied with veterans, having
It represents the genius of the " Light House Keeping
chairman of the board of experts of
with a fairy wand
for
Shenk
Shea and
Age" now opening to us banishing as
the National Y. M. H. A.: A. M. Klu- - Baker, Brown,
all the nuisances of smoke, soot, disagreeable odors, and
guards. EL Trenkmann, J. Swart, Hav-ilan-d
trak, president of the New England
tiresome delays.
and Nourse are the best of the
association, and M. Kimhlestein, of center candidates. A new back field
You cannot fully appreciate its many virtues until you
the Pennsylvania association.
G-- E
stoves
will have to be formed with P. Trenk
actually use it Come in and cook on the fine little
convenience.
real
in
lesson
a
and
and
in
learn
stock
we
mann, Poland, Dickeman, Driggs
carry
Law as the leaders.
PILLS Pennsylvania and Cornell, which
CHICHESTER BRAND.
A
lor i
uraceut
ask
close the eastern college season with
yor
111. no.! BraadA
tJ.aiti
I'llls la Kr4 and VoM mallicV
the Thanksgiving day game at Phila
boxes, sealed srita Elua Ril.Uon.
Taka no other. Iltir of Tour v
ll-delphia, report large squads with
ItrurrWt.
DIAMOND IIKANU I'll.l . for 24 fair number of veterans and many
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliabla
promising novices and substitutes.
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ladles' quartet will sing "He Knows
It All" (Adams).
Prayer and lecture service, Wednesday evening.
All of these services are for the
worship of God, and all are Invltt d to
worship with us. All offerings are
are
voluntary and no colleetilona
taken

F. L. Myers, superintendent of the TRAVELING
AUDITOR, AFTER A
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
LONG DELAY, RETURNS COUNrailway, will leave this evening for
TY ASSESSMENT ROLLS

The curved Torlo
shape does away
with the annoyance
of rear reflections
entirely.' Your field
of vision Is widened
and the
edges can not Interfere when you look
ff at an an9,e- -

CHURCH OF Tr'E IMMACULATE
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Raneyrolle, Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor,
pastor.
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
First mass 6:30 a. m.; second mass Morning worship, 11 a. m.
tt 10 a. m. Sunday school In English Sunday morning a sermon by the
and Spanish at t P m.. In Spanish at
pastor.
8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
a
C.nmm In anI
"Jesus As Seen by the Revelation."
if the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
us about them.
Young People's meeting, 7 p. m.
n.
Evening service, 8 p. m.
Sunday school lor Eigllsh speak"Ben Bur," lecture No. 1.
ing and Spanish speaking children
Prayer meeting, Wednesday evenvery Sunday at 1:30 p. n.
ing, 8 p.m.
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
This church welcomes any who are
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
sad, grieved or lonely, friendless or
Very Rev. Paul Gllberton, hopeless;1 all who love the Gospel, or
Pastor.
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday it opens wide Its doors and bids you
excepted.
I welcome to the house of our common
Sermon in Father.
Second mass 8
English. This ts Children's mass but
The ushers will seat you, the music
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
everybody la welcome, especially the will please you, the Gospel will satisfy
renpeople.
Kansas
Hymns
speaking
English
City, September 26. Hogs,
you and the people are friendly.
dered by the children under the direcreceipts 1,000. Market strong. Bulk
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
heavy $8.208.40; packers
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Third mass at 10 a. m. Sermon in
$8
butchers $8 8. 50;
close-fittin-

g

Pueblo to attend the company's semiannual loss and damage conference.
Santa Fe, Sept. 26. A reduction of
Arrangements have been made by More than 100 officials, representing
for
Mexico
New
Vegaa,
2.1 mills in the state tax levy was
(as
commencethe
for
service
forest
the
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the Santa Fe's operating, traffic, meW. G.
through the United Bute
ment of a mill scale study of west- chanical and accounting departments, announced by State Auditor
Mail aa second class matter.
total
The
Sargent this forenoon.
ern yellow pine at Flagstaff, Ariz., will
participate lu the meeting, which levy will be 11.6 mills.
about October 1. This study is
mills
TERMS OF 8UB3CRIPTION
opens Monday, lasting a week.
The statute directs the state audsimilar to some that have been com"The object of the conference," itor to
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1
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PERSONALS
C. I. Davis of Raton, is in Las Vegas
for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Vites of
N. M., are registered at one of
the local hotels.
James J. Cassidy of Cleveland Is In
town for a few days.
George Collins of Bishof, Cal., Is
among the more recent hotel arrivals.
J. P. Caldwell is down from Springer for a brief stay.
Al Redman of Hutchinson, Kas., is
In the city for a few days.
A. C. Gopping ot Denver is registered at one of the city's hotels.
T. M. Wood of Denver is in the city
for a brief stay.
H. D. Roeder of Albuquerque is
stopping at one of the local hotels.
S. P. Jones of Kansas City is in the
city for a few days business.
N. A. Spence, a. business man of
Chicago, is making a few business
calls in Jjrb Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Rice of Tucson,
Aria., are among the more recent
hotel arrivals.
M. V. Kedian of Milwaukee is in the
city for a brief stay.
Mrs. Wentz, formerly of the Daniels
& Fisher stores in Denver, is in Las
Vegas. She has taken a position with
Bacharach Brothers as dress fitter.
G. Gerhardt of Tucumcari is in Las
Vegas for a short tlme.- Mrs. S. A. Clement, who recently
went to San Jose with her daughter,
Miss Lucy, who will teach school there
this term, returned to Las Vegas yesterday after getting her daughter
comfortably settled for the winter's
work.
Misls Marie Arnold of Raton, who
has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. D.
J. Leahy, wife of District Judge D. J.
Leahy, for the past two months, will
leave for her home tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Fi, O. Blood will leave
tonight on train No. 2 for the east,
stopping first at Wichita, where Mr.
r
Blood has been called to appear
the federal grand jury to testify
In a postal case. Later they will go
to Topeka to visit relatives, devoting
a month to the entire trip.
Herman Krauch, superintendent of
the government planting station in
the Galllnas canyon, who has been in
the city for a few days, left this
mprnlng for the nurseries.
Hol-ma-

.
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be-fo-

3E

OR

YO UR
ISUIT
Per Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all

the latest weaves,

and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

Mrs. N. C, Burch arrived today from
l.er home in Los Angeles to visit her WILL ASSIST THE
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Burch.
Miss Helen Nahm, who. has been
touring the e.ast for nearly a year, returned to Las Vegas yesterday.
E. A. Peefer of Cleveland, O., is
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISamong the latest tourist arrivals-Missl,
Louise and Josephine
SION COMES TO THE AID
'
young ladies of "Old Town-OF PLANTERS
who are teaching school at Pecos,
came in this morning to spend Sun26. Arrange
Washington, Sept.
day with friends and relatives.
ments were perfected today by the
interstate commerce commission, in
connection with the treasury departfederal reserve board,
A ment and the cotton
storage situation
to relieve the
In the south.
These branches of the government
1 ave
joined in assisting cotton planters and railways of the south in meet-in-- ?
the extraordinary demand for the
storage of cotton occasioned by the
European war.
The commission, in an announcement of the new tariff and transpor(Continued from Page One)
tation regulations made today, says
that "for the purpose of providing
A State of Anarchy
space for the
New York, Sept. 26. Before sailing temporary warehousing
of cotton under arrangements
storage
for GlaBgow on his way to Petrograd
the secretary of the treasaboard the Olympic today Alexandre approved by
and
federal reserve board,
the
de Staleghky, Russian minister to ury
end for the purpose of permitting
Mexico, fipoke freely on conditions
to publish and
in that country as he said he had carriers of the south
on their line
establish
fils
tariffs
and
found them.
and
rules,
gov
regulations
charges
"Mexico Is without a government
and practically in a state of anarchy," erning the storage of cotton during
he said. "With the exception of the the cotton year ending August 31,
.state of Yucatan, where some sem lf15."
blance of order is still maintained, it
is unsafe for a person to travel in
Mexico. The bands of brigands that NEW FRENCH EXPLOSIVE
rvb and burn and pillage a
they
please, without interference by the
KILLS MEN INSTANTLY
authorities, . are cause of all the trou
ble. There is no interference by the
national authorities, simply because
there is no national government worth TURPINITE STOPS ACTION OF
THE HEARTS OF THOSE
mentioning.
WHOM IT REACHES
"The United States should not with
draw its troops from Vera Crua. From
San Francisco, Sept. 26. Corrobo
what I was able to observe there Is
no prospect that a stable government ration of the deadly effect of turpin-i'e- ,
the new French explosive, is cona
may be established In Mexico.
is an able political chief, but tained In a letter received here by
he cannot compare with Villa as a Miss Ethel Crocker, from her cousin,
leader of men. I am frank to Btate Casimir Ponlatowski, who is fighting
.,
that conditions in Mexico today are with the French.
Sixteen hundred Germans, whose
not half as bad as they were during
hearts had been Instantly stopped by
the reign of Madera.'
tho action of a turplnite shell that
fell In a trench they were holding,
were found dead on their feet. Mr.
Fonlatowski writes, their rifles in
FIRE THREATENS
tteir hands and in the attitude of tak
ing aim.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

BASEBALL

26, 1914

TODAY

Three Points

American League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at Cleveland.
Boston at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

es

Ull-barr-

200

SLAIN IN

BATTLE

IN

MEXICO

National League
Chicago at Boston

Pittsburgh at

New York.

Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
Federal League
Chicago at Brooklyn.
Indianapolis at Pittsburgh.
St. Louis at Baltimore.
Kansas City at Buffalo.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus
$125,000.00

Western League
Denver at Topeka.
Wichita at Lincoln.
Des Moines at St. Joseph.
Omaha at Sioux Cityi

OF THE CLUBS

Chicago
Philadelphia
Biooklyn
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

A GIANT

LINER
TWO GAMES IN EACH

COTTON IN THE HOLD OF THE
CRETIC IGNITED AT NEW
YORK DOCKS

,:

New York, Sept. 26. Sixteen hun
dred bales of cotton stored in the
lower hold of the White Star liner
Cretic caught fire this morning as the
vessel lay" at her pier under steam
and ready to weigh anchor for Genoa.
Several hundred Italian reservists
crowded into the steerage over night
were routed by smoke and fled to the
pier.
It was after 10 o'clock before the
fire seemed to be under control. The
ship herself, it was said, did not catch
fire, and the damage was confined to
the cotton In the hold. This cotton
was consigned to Naples.

PETER IS WINNER
-- Columbus, O., Sept. 26
Peter Volo'
Murphy won the horse review futurtrotters, taking the
ity for
Lee
$8,000 stake in straight heats.
Axworthy, was second, Lady Wanotka
third, and" wrLJUiybuni fourth. Best
time,

2:071-4- .

.

You Will Find

;

CITY TO BE FLAYED

R.H.E.
At Pittsburgh
3 0
-- 0
Indianapolis I 6 1
Pittsburgh
Batteries:
Kaisorllng, Mullen and
Rarldan; Knetzer and Berry.

64

75

69

.521

70

74
74

.483

St. Louis

.440

2 7 2
Baltimore Batteries: Crattdall and Chapman;
Smith, Conley and Jacklitsch, Russell.

'56

57

79
87

.486

.395

L.
49

Pet.

93
86

57

.601

W.

.65

75

67

.528

75

69

.621

67
65

77
77

.465

64
46

78

.458
.451

98

.319

Federal League
W.

L.

Pet

SO

62

.563

79
72

63
66

.556
.522

.'...72

66

.522

71
65
61

68
75

.461

78

.439

57

79

.419

Western League
L.
W.
.
1. . .100
94
86
81

.........

77
77

60
70
73
79

.511

Pet
.625
.573
.541

The entry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles Trun-bull- ,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico, Chairman of the Committee on entries of that department. Ncticj of time of judging appoinnient will be
mailed to all making their entires early. Entries in this department
close at 12 o'clock noon, 'Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee Is required, No child siffetiug
from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babies
between the ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
two years old, Division B from two to three years old, Division. C from,
three to four years old. In each division a first priz ot $5 In gold will
be awarded to the best male child and to the best female child.

R. H. E.

At Baltimore

American League

Sioux City
Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
Topeka
Wichita

0

Wilson;

67

S4

62

Chicago .
Indianapolis
Baltimore
Buffalo
Brooklyn
Kansas City
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

5

1

and

76

L.

Car-ranz-

"

1

77

W.

6?

Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
Detroit ...
Chicago
New York
St. Louis
Cleveland

4 11

R.H.Ev
At Buffalo
2 5 2
Pet. Buffalo
4 8 0
.600 Kansas City
.546
Anderson and Lavlgne;
Batteries:
.532 Packard and Easterly.

National League
Bobtou
New York.
St. Louis

R. H. E.

Chicago
Brooklyn
Johnson
Batteries:
Brown and Watson.

'4
STANDING

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas
October 5, 6 and 7

Federal League
At Brooklyn

7

5

1

The following la the form of entry card used:

Entry

2 10

4

St Joseph

5 11

2

Name of child
Months

Age: Years

Batteries:
Woodburn, Klein and
Murphy; Vance and Agnewi
R- II. E.
Second Game
4
2 10
Sioux City 2
13
9
St Joseph
Batteries: Clark. Doyle and Crisp;
Wllley and Griffith.

.

Sex

Days

-.

Parents' Name

1

--

At Des Moines
Des Moines
Omaha

.

7 10

At Wichita
Denver
Wichita -

All

8
8

6

enur ih.'.r children ?f oat the above form

and mail to Mrs. Trumbull at above address.
-

GETS AFTER BANKS
"

FOR HIGH RATES

1
1

Miss Rhodes Gives

Batteries: Burcher, Edington and
McCarty; demons and Graham.
SECRETARY
McADOO
INVESTIGATES COMPLAINT OF THE

TODAY'S FOOTBALL
Des Moines, Sept 26. State Teach- rs College, 6; Highland Park, 0.

SOUTHERN PEOPLE

.506
.486

Miss Vernlce Rhodes entertained a
number of her friends at a line party
at the Photoplay last nicht After
the movies the party went Into Potter's where they were treated to delightful refreshments. From there the
crowd went to Miss Rhodes' home on
Railroad avenue, where songs and oth
er musical selections held sway.
The guests were T.Ilss Grace Eiiott,
Miss Gladys McVay, Miss Helen Elliott, Miss Edith Tooker, Miss Rose
Ccndon, Miss Mildred McMahon, Miss
Mary Lowry, Miss Grace Lord, Miss
Leona Greenclay and Miss Lucy
M.vers, Mr. LeRoy Brown, Mr. Frank
Condon, Mr. LeRoy Laubach, Mr. F.
Hagelberg, Mr. Walter Cayot, Mr.Carlos Spiess, Mr. Edward Meloney,
Mr. William Dickinson, Mr. G. Flsk
and Mr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.

26.
(Pinal.)
Sept.,
Washington, Sept 26. Secretary
Philadelphia,
0.
McAdoo
14;
Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania,
today telegraphed A. H. Wig- 95
66
.409
gin, chairman of the New York ClearWORLD'S
SERIES WILL BE CON63
.391
Cambridge, Sept. 26. (Final.) Har ing house, the names of two New
DUCTED ALONG NEW LINES
Ycrk banks, which he declared have
vard, 44; Bates, 0.
THIS YEAR
been charged by a large southern bank
Princeton, N. J., Sept 26. (Final.) with requiring seven per cent inter
Chicago, Sept. 26. Play in the
Princeton, 12, Rutgers, 0.
est on several large loans. The names
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
series for the world's baseball chamof the two banks were not made pub
pionship will begin October 9 at 2
New Haven, Conn,,, Sept. 20.
lic, but the secretary said:
o'clock, it was officially announced by
(End of second period.) yaie,
"If the banks deny having made
.
President B. B. Johnson of the Amer
L
nfAwnn
American League
University of Maine, 0.
ican league and member of the na
At Chicago
R.H.B.
then I will take the matter up with
tional commission, yesterday. The Philadelphia . 1.
. 1. .
3
Ji .1. A
7 0
V.nnV awA era
announcement was made after a tele Chicago
1
4 2
tails."
with August
phone conversation
Batteries: Shawkey and Schang; SALVATION ARMY
The telegram was sent In response
Herrmann, chairman of the commis Wolfgang and Schalk.
to one from Mr. Wiggln, declaring
sion.
that New York banks were not chargMrs. O. G. Schaefer of 921 Seventh,
As the Boston Nationals and Phila
R. H. E.
PUT UNDER BAN ing more than six per cent to custom-el'At St. Louis
s street entertained
at luncheon, today
3
delphia club of the American league Boston
J
on at 1 o'clock in honor of Mrs. Columand correspondents,
except
retheir
to
in
be the winners
appear
10 8 0
St. Louis
"some Wall street loans and on paper bus Moise, sister of Mrs. D. T. Hos-kini-v.
inttTeleafHesj the commission has Batteries: Shaw, Bedient and Thom I n4 ANfiFl ES ACCUSES
ur
placed by brokers."
In
each as' D.
series
decided on a
Pratt; Hamilton and Agnew.
CITY REG
THE
VIOLATING
Two games will be played in
city.
HELP FOR THE SICK
Mrs. Charles Tamm entertained a
ULATIONS
the city where the series opens and
R.H.E.
At Cleveland
London, Sept 26. Major Patterson, few friends this afternoon at her home;
two will follow In the other city, al Cleveland 3 7
Los Angeles, Calif.. Sept. 26 The in charge of the physicians and nurses on North Sixth street with a sewing
1 3
ternating after each second battle Washington Salvation
Army, which recently was on the American hospital ship Kea party.
won.
until the title is
Batteries: Steen and Egan; Bently,
4 4
forbidden to solicit alms In this city, Cross, now in Falmouth harbor, con
Hartley, Williams and Henry.
ferred today with the Duchess of
the
Mrs.
its
entertained this
P.
H:
LeNotr
against
fight
lest
legal
today
HELPING THE ENGLISH
charities com Marlborough, Lady Randolph Church afternoon in honor of Miss Catherine
the
of
municipal
ruling
26.
on
sug
London, Sept
Acting
R. H. E.
At Detroit
mission. Judge Perry Wood of the ill atid Lady Paget concerning the Moore of Galesburg, 111., who has been
&
7
gestion from the British war office New York
of American Red Cross in Las Vegas long enough to make a
superior court dissolved a temporary placing
Ameri4 11
tho committee In charge of the
Detroit
nurses and surgeons In the American host of
the
char
restrain
Issued
to
friends, but who will leave,
can relief fund has dropped the Idea
Batteries: Warhop, Cole, Keating injunction
at Torquay.
ities commission from enforcing its women's hospital
early next week for Denver.
for the time being of maintaining an and Nunamaker;. Cavet and; Cole.
order, and denied the Salvation. Army
A
ambulance ship and has Instead pro
TEDDY STILL TALKING
"MAY CHANGE CENSORSHIP
a permanent Injunction to the same
:
'
National League ...
vided. th,e medical corns, with six mo
Terrft-- Haute, Ind., Sept 26. Col
x.
Washington.
Sept. 26.' Acting Sec...
effect
:k
R.1LH.
At Boston ..
tor ambulances for use at the front
:
onel" Roosevelt delivered the' first of
retary Lansing' "said today that the
The ruling, which, halts all the char
0 .7
-,'
In accepfirigthls gift. Earl Kitchener, Cincinnati
two addresses in Indiana In behalf state department
wlththa
itable activities of the Salvation Army the
2 Z
that there BOStOn
r
secretary for
Albert
of
J. Beveridge, progressive British government for the
an
outcome
of
was
inquiry
the
re'n;al
here,
constructand
Batteries: Yingllng
Gonzales;
was great need for properly
"United States, when of the
stringent restrictions by cen.
based upon an official allegation that candidate for the
ed motor ambulances, which would Rudolph and Gowdy.
he spoke this afternoon to a large sors on commercial commission teleR. H E-- the Army sent out of the city at least
Second Game
make possible the quick transport of
crowd In a theater. He will leave grams i progressing satisfactorily.
derived
revenues
of the
3 7
-- -.
Cincinnati
injured from the firing line.
here at 3:50 o'clock for Indianapolis
in
de
Inclined
4
from
the
7
charitably
Boston - will speak tonight
MORE REPLIES ARRIVE
fiance of a legal regulation which pre- where he
be
Washington,
funds
shall
Sept 26. Replies of
R. H. E. scribes that all charity
At New York
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Colorado coal operators, other than
LITTLE NEWS PRINTED
with-iof
relief
1
the
the
8
for
used
needy
Louis
L
J St
Berlin, Sept 26 (via London). The the Colorado Fuel and Iron company,
3
7
the city of Los Angeles.
New York
of German submarlae cables, proposing a compromise on President
no
re
cutting
has
Washington, Sept 26. Senate: Met
Salvation
The
Griner and Wlngo
Army
Batteries:
at 11 a. m.
course now except an appeal to a the censorship and the exclusion of ' Wilson's recent proopsal for settle-Ftomme and Meyers.
Resumed consideration of the Alas
higher court. Several members of the fci eign newspapers from the empire ment of the strike, reached the White
ka coal land leasing bill.
R.H.E. Army are now under arrest, pending has resulted in shutting out from Ger- House today. Inasmuch as the re-At Brooklyn
2 6
House: Met at noon.
appearance in police court on a charge many virtually all news of the outside j plies were sent before the president
Pittsburgh
-- 3 10
Referred the substitute rivers and Brooklyn
of selling goods donated for charity wtrd. For the last three days the i asked the operators to take up tha
Berlin newspapers have been carrying i question further, the presidant expecta
harbors bill to a committee.
Batteries:
Kelly and Coleman
purposes.
full descriptions1 of the architectural tho operators to reconsider,
Discussed a rule to indefinitely ScbmuU and McCarty. t;
details of the Rheims cathedral while j
DEAD
the
radium
LEADER
BRIGADE
conservation
bill,
postpone
Cleveland fans enjoy themsclvf t
R. HiB.
Vera Cruz, Sept 26. Colonel Frankl- In the last 16 days only three places
At Chicago
Indefinitely deferred action on the
the Naps whenever an errf r
In
mentioned
have
been
Jeering
8
2
specifically
in'- Moses, commander of the First
radium conservation bill.
Chlcgao
All a player on a tail-er- . I
is
made.
war
These
bulletins..
the
3 11
at
marines
government
of
United
Debated a rule giving right of way Philadelphia - ;
States
brigade
to
t.
team
do Is to look happy w' ' ,
has
are
Rheims
Chateau
and
Noyon,
Batteries: Lavender, Pierce and Ar Vera Crua, died today of pieumonia
Immediately to the Philippines Inde
a
t
life on tti diamond.
Solace.
living
dog's
and
the
on
board
Burns;
hospital ship
pendence bill.
cher; Baumgardner
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A Line Party
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the best in all

SOCIETY

ADDITIONAL

R. H. E.
2

parties wishing la

3

Haley;

Mogridge

.

Street and No

R. H. E.
5 10 4

and
Styles, Willis and Zazaugh.
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t Will Be
Done Quickly and

BILLIARD SEASON

2G.
Tbe billiard
about to begin promises to be
more comprehensive and varied than
that of any preceding period In the
history of the game In America. It
will be ushered In at the Hotel Astor
Monday night by the first of the series of matches at English billiards
and 18.2 balk line between the British
champion, Melbourne Inman of London, and the world's champion at
balk line, William. Hoppe of New York-On- e
week later the National Billiard league will begin a campaign of
25 weeks, for whicn 600 games have
been scheduled. The regulars of the
league are George Sutton, Calvin
Jacob Schaefer, and Welker
ICcchran of Chicago; Kojl Yamada of
Janan: Albert G. Cutler of New York.
Harry P. Cline of Philadelphia, and
Ora Morningstar ot Camden, N. J.
They will. compete at 14.1 balk line.
Teams will perform in territory the
limitations of which are Boston In the
erst, Oklahoma City lu the west, Green
Boy, Wis., in the north, and Tampa,
F!a., In the south.
On October 12 the Interstate Three
Cushion league will Inaugurate a se
ries Involving 210 games to be played
in 13 different cities. Fifteen players
have been nominated and each will
have to play every other in his home
city.
Matches for the three cushion championship between Alfred Da" Oro,
champion, and George Moore, challenger, and the pocket billiard championship between Benjamin Allen, champion, and James Maturo, challenger,
ere due the latter part of October. The
three cushion event will be decided In
New York. De Oro has signified that
he probably will name October 28, 29
and 30. Allen and Maturo have
agreed to play November 2, 3 and 4 in
Kansas City.
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Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the preparation will doubt the statement of Mrs.
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LOBBY

COLUMN

AND CAFI

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LIS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
t

A. F. A FRATERNAL
LODGE NO.
BROTHERHOOD
NO;
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corthird Thursday
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. WerU, president;
Mothers cordially in J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H. Bally,
M.
vited. Guy
Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

II

Petten. Secretary.

KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS. COUnfc
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. haQ,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
conclave second
dey In each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
sonic- - Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
Smith, B. C; Clias. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

OPTIC'S NUMICK, MAIN fc
TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES

Wanted

No.
No.
No.
No.

II,

No.

1.

East Bound
Arrive
Deart
. 7:20 p. n.... . 7:46 p.
.11:64 p m... .11:61 p.
. 1:26 a. m.... . l.lt a. St
. 1:25 p. m....
a
West Bound
Arrive
Depart
. 1:10 p. m.... 1:
p. Si,

No.

I.

. 1:35

a.
p.

I.

4:20
1:86

No.
No.

I.
4.

I.

t.

1

Little Girl Cured of a Cold
"Two years ago my little girl causrht
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
a hard cold which went to her lunes
rooms.
414 Seventh street
and she coughed almost constantly. I
ot her a bottle of Chamberlain's
FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping
Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect of
rooms. 721 Fourth.
this remedy was promptly demonstrat
ed and this one bottle cured her," FOR
RENT Two room furnished
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntinghouse. 921 Lincoln.
ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
903 Main avenue.
Of the 17 National league nlavers
batting for .300 or better, six are
members of the Brooklyn club. The
Superbas in the honor list are Steele,
Myers, Dalton, Daubert, Wheat and
LOST One tail light.
Stenegl.
Las Vegas
Motor Car Company.

Lost

CITROLAX

Users eay it Is the ideal nBrf.f
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins. nrAn
Dentist
Bay, Wis., says "I have used nllls.
Dental work of tny description at
oils, salts, eta, but were all dlsaeree.
moderate prices
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I
nave found the Ideal laxative drink." Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazv
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
ideal, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
NEW ENGINEER NAMED
Drug Store. Adv.
Santa Fe, Sept. 26. D. E. Heizer of
Salt Lake City has been appointed
Arthur Irwin says it wasn't because
of any real trouble with the club own drainage engineer for the Pecos valley to succeed Sidney W. Cooper, who
ers that Frank Chance resigned his has
been making his headquarters at
managerial berth with the Yankees. Roswell,
It was merely because he wanted to
quit baseball. Published lntervlpwa
DAMS ARE LOCATED
with Chance tell a different story.
Santa Fe, Sept- 26. L. M. Lawson.
manager for the Elephant Butte pro
Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up ject has Inaugurated the location of
No tetter medicine could be made the diversion dam and canals for the
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness, Rincon valley, a
party of eleven men
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than being empjoyed who will complete the
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. job in January. The nartv makes Its
That's why they cant Improve the headquarters at Derry, 25 miles above
quality, and war or no war, the price Rincon.
The Rincon valley is the
remains the same. No opiates. Don't second to receive attention and 20.000
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey acres are to be reclaimed in It Some
and Tar ig the best O. Gi. Schaefer thing like 7,000 acres are
already unand Red Cross Drug Stose, Adv.
der cultivation in this valla.
-
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B. A.

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
216 E. Central
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EMPRESS
FLOUR
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It t giving you-present for doing something
you 'd do
ny
when
way
you
learn how Much
fietfer EMPRESS
FLOUR rtalb
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
- ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE.
SPOON
IT '&
CKNUINE WM.
ROGERS St
SONS'
A A

TTANDAn?

SILVER
FRENCH-

-

1REY (STER

ivy

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS!

can be
this
tained in
city from

GEO. H. HUNKER

A

Silver Spoon
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Tears practical Experience.
JONES
W. T. BOWERS
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Don't Be Bothering With Couahlna
Stop It with Foley's Honey and Tar EOR SALE Three grade shorthorn MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
bull calves; alio five milch cows, at
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
C. N. Sparks ranch, Roclada, N. M, Love at O. R. C.
healing coating as It glides down the
hall, on the second
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
nervous hacking, are quickly healed. CHEAP SUGAR is no more. Cheap 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Children love It tastes good and no
honey at your door. Pure strained Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
opiates. A man In Texas walked 15
honey, this year's crop, will keep in cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
definitely. Two 60 lb. cans $10. One j pecially welcome and cordially invited.
Best you can buy for croup and bron
60 lb. can $6.
Freight prepaid to
chial coughs." Try Its. Adv.
any station on Santa Pe In San Mi
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWI8
guel county, cash with, order. The
Osteopathic Physician
Harry Jejeune, who has been burn
editor of this paper guarantees our
Office
Crockett Building
the
Western league In stick
ing up
responsibility. Metcalfe and parks Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5
p. m.
work this season, and recently sold
Mesilla Park, N. M.
Residence
Phone
Main
384
to the Pirates, had a trial with the
Suyerbas a few years ago.
S

p.

m....
m....
m....

For YOU!

For Sate

JONES-BOWER-

UE

LOCAL TIME

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- cation first Monday In each

6f month at Masonic Temple
Five cent per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
Estimate alx ordinary word to line.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-No ad to occupy lete space than two
All advertisement
lines
charged
will be booked at epace actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words- 4. Meets every Monday
evening at
Cash In advlnc preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseet" All visiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend.
J. Frledenstlne. N. O.: A. T. Rogers.
V. G.; T. M. Ehood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
rnnch Cemetery Trustee.
WANTED Man at Harvey's
for general farm work; must be
good milker. Address Box B, City. B. p. o. ELK 8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Carriage out Saturday morning.
month Elks' home on Nlntlt street
SALESMEN for small towns, whole and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
time or side line. Special sales plan are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springallowing return of unsold goods er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
makes quick easy daily sales. $5 Secretary.
commission on each order. Some
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURthing entirely new. Write for pock
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
et outfit today. May Mfg. Co., 212
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
first and third Mondays of each
8
m. Visiting Knights and
SALESMEN
WANTED Experienced month at p.
Ladies
welcome O. L. Freealways
advertising specialty salesmen to
Miss Cora Montague,
man,
President;
handle great 1915 line of bank supMrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Financier;
metal
plies, calendars, leather,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
wood and cloth specialties. Novel Deputy,
Assistant Deputy, 1011
Montague
ties for every business, liberal com:
Sixth street East La Vegas, ML H.
Econ
mission, exclusive territory.
Iowa City, L. o. O. MOOSE Meets
omy Advertising Co.,
second and
Iowa.
fourth
evening each
Thursday
month at W. O. v?. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

For Rent

Rightly

v

1914

Sept

Catcher Frank Hand, recently purchased by the Giants from the Perth
Amboy club, had a batting mark of
.313 in the Atlantic league this

The Optic Office

133

SEPTEMBER 26,

Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used
by members of my family and myself
for the past 20 years. For cramps
and summer complaint It cannot be
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

To
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NOTABLE
New York,

SATURDAY,
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ALL GROCERS

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dlfvery
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
, 50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery...

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.

.30c

pr 100

lbs.

40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Ma;de Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

WHAT YOU WANT

FIND

WANT ADS

,

AND

SELL WHAT YOU

DONT WANT

1
CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertlsed here.
OTHERS who rea and answer tbe ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

THE

WOMEH'S

HAfiAZIHE

IE

COMPANION

THE NAT1QNA L SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL

AT

THE

OFFICE

A!

LEAVE

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTIOH

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

The Daily Optic for one year

The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50
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SCARED THEIR FRIENDS
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 26. While
torching parties who were engaged
lost night In quest of Silas Christof-fereon- ,
the aviator; Lieutenant Morrow of the government aviation
Dchool at San Diego and their mechanician, who disappeared yesterday
vl'lle attempting a fight from Sau
D;ego to Los Angeles, the airship party were safe In. bed in a hotel here.
They landed near the city after dark
last night, and, tired after their trip
vent Immediately to a hotel and

BATTER PRESIDENT'S HOME
Bordeaux, Sept. 23. The Germans
paying attention to the homes of President Roymaiid Poincare and the members o fhls family. The president's
country house at San Pignay In the
dipartment of M'euse, 23 miles south
of Verdun, was bombarded with violence, according to news received here
by the French government. The Germans previously had pillaged the
hruse of the president" parents at
Xubecourt and the home of his cousin. Luclen Poincare, at Traincourt

QUINCE,

Don't Wa.it.
SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

STEARNS'

Mrs, W. MS, Jackson, who has been
ill In bed for the past week, Is reported today as somewhat Improved.

TORE

I

on Railroad avenue near the round
house, was seized with a sudden attack of spontaneous combustion. The
side fence to the property caught on
fire and things looked a little threatening for a time, until the fire department arrived and administered
a copious dose of "chemical." No
monetary damage was done.

I HE
CASH GROCER

ABOUT Tli&E
TO WARM HP

Do you

need a

healer

0

Be sure and see our

line and get our
before

prices

buying

According to the weekly road bulletin, which has been received by
Robert J. Tatipert, member of the
county highway commission, the thoroughfares In the northern part of the
state are In fairly good condition. The
tl ocean to ocean highway from Trinidad to Las Vegas is reported eood bv
the correspondent In Raton. J. Frank
Curns,
at Wagon
correspondent
Mound, reports the highway between
Springer and Watrous to be in good
travelable
travel
condition, with
through that section Increasing. State
Engineer French
reports the road
from. Las .Vegas to Glorieta to be
rough in some places, but quite pass
able. The state road from Albuquer
que is declared to be good by D. K. B.
Sellers, the Albuquerque

I

It is reported that J, D. Hand has
bought out the property and business
of R. P. J. Gemricher at Onava.

Mr.

Gemricher, who has Just returned
from the east, expects to settle In
Iowa, his old home state.

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
507

GREEN TOMATOES
COLORADO PEACHES

JOHN II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

MUCH INTEREST

IN

THE BABY CONTEST
INFANTS ALREADY
HAVE BEEN PLACED ON
THE LIST

SIXTH STREET.

"The Store With a Conscience."
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knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

CLOTHES FOR
London, Sept. 26.

E

OF THE

AS A MEMBER

Stales

United

Federal

Reserve Bank

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

The possibility

of having to furnish new clothes for
the millions of soldiers in the war

may have to be seriously considered

expressed their Intention to add prizes
to the official list Tf It meets with
the approval of the managing committee the Page Furniture company
will give the winner of the contest a
baby buggy. Others will make similar contributions.' J. L. Tooker will
photograph the winners.
Never before has the city been so
enthusiastic over any general movement. ' It la likely that all mothers
here and in the country whose little
ones are not over the entrance age
will be on hand with their offspring.-Thphysicians seem about as inter
ested as the parents, and are offering
their services freely for the
--

believed that a good uniform should
last a campaign. That was not the
experience of 1870. Ta December,
1870, German soldiers
might have
been seen plodding through the miry
roads in the depth of winter baTefoot,
whilst many had only wooden shoes
and linen trousers. When the Tenth
corps marched into Le Mans in January scarcely a soldier was clothed
in the regulation mannen. Civilian
garments, even French red breeches,
were common.
KAISER RENOUNCES TITLE
London, September 26. According

to Sir Edward Grey, the German emperor on August 4 sent one of his
to the British ambassador with the followmg message:
"His majesty begs that you will tell
the king that he has been proud of the
titles of British field marshal and
British admiral, but that in consequence of what has occurred he must
new at once divest himself of those
titles."
This was written by Sir Edward
Goschen in London on August 8, and
yet in the new monthly naval list, just
issued, a month after the actual event, one reads:
"Admirals of the
fleet: His Imperial Majesty William
II., German emperor and king of Prussia, K. G., G. C. V. O.,; his Royal
Highness Prince Albert William Henry of Prussia, K. G., G. C. B."
aides-de-cam- p

l
Thauhouser
feature
titled "Jean of the Wilderness,"
uring Morris Foster and Mignon
derson, Sunday at the Mutual
two-ree-

en-

featAn-

Adv.

Train No. 1 came through In three
sections today. This-i- s
the occasion
of the first excursion to California under the new colonization rates.
FOR VACATION

Washington, Sept. 26. House
will outline the remainder of
their legislative program Monday and
decide whether the bill for govern
ment owned merchantmen shall be
pressed. Some democrats contend
that the necessity has passed. Rep
resentative Underwood said today the
house could finish its work before
October 3
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Shotguns
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

!

GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
SmiH?
ii
!

TOO BAD!
of our

You

your

d'd"''get,

1

last shipment.

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY this time.
T

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tha Ford
I 1'.' WKSHiMiBI

j2

OVER DRAFT
Holds Fire Perfectly
Operated so Easily
Warms the Floor all
Areates in the small
Reduces the Coal Bill
Does 'away with the

STOVES

So long

.f

:

Too

Over
Vacuum around fire pot

Easily

one-ha- lf

Smoke

Thousands of Users Say So.

WE RENT

o
THE GRAAF & IMYWARD C0.ST0RE

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

SOLDIERS

Six companies oi recruits from
middle west stations, bound for the
1
Philippines, passed through Las Vegas
this afternoon "oh section three of
MANY ENGLISH RECRUITS
train No. j. They were taken for an
Aldershot. England, Sept 26 (via
exercise walk about town and passed London). King George, who was acin review before a
hastily gathered companied by Queen Mary and their
crowd.
daughter, Princess Mary, spent the
day here inspecting a huge section of
Special Thanhouser two-ree-l
feature Field Marshal Earl Kitchener's new
and Mutual Weekly No. 84 Sunday army. Most of the nien were in
matinee and night, Mutual Theater. khaki, but here and there were seen
Admission 5 and 10 cents. Adv.
plashes of black where regiments of
men who had not yet received their
WE CAN PLEASE YGU
were
uniforms
drawn
up.
Altogether
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
ir0,000 men passed before their majCarriage out Saturday morning.
Las Vejjas Sleam Laundry
esties, many of them wearing ribbons
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
and medals of the South African and
other campaigna The royal party
' NOTICE
also made a tour of the German prisws?vm
No shooting, hunting or fishing al- oners
camp. The king and queen
lowed on what is known as the A. Q, will devote
Sunday to visiting the
Green lake and ranch, north of the wounded.
I
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
'
to extent of law.
Matty Baldwin and Tommy Murphy
A. G. GREEN,
have been matched to box 12 rounds
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,
in Boston September 29.

At Hie Dome of Hie Best ol
Everything Eatable

PEACHES
S1.00 PER BOX

YOAKUM TO FIGHT
Chicago, Sept 26. Charlie Whito
of Chicago and Stanley Yoakum of
Denver, lightweights, were matched
today to box ten rounds In Kenosha,
Wis., on October 5.

FIRST NATIONAL BANG

ATHLETES FIGHTING
Berlin, Sept. 26. The Schweralh-leti&eh- e
of
Sport, the adherents
which are especially strong young
men, is represented in the field by a
great number of wrestlers and heavyweight lifters for the defense of the
country. The largest Schwerathlet-isch- e
club in Berlin has sent 54, or
nearly all its active members to the
front. Among these are Franz Buch- holz, the champion weight lifter of
and Paulini, the
Berlin, Kockel
wrold's champion wrestlers, and Koeh
ler and Magsam, the European cham
pions.

1

Tho Modern Woman

LONDON

MINERS TO MEET
Washington, Sept 26. The seven-teent- h
Abe Attell is to get a chance to
annual meeting of the Ameriwin back the featherweight title when can Mining congress will be held in
he meets Champion Johnny KUbane Phoenix, Aria, December 7 to 11, the
RADIUM BILL DROPPED
executive committee announced today.
Washington, Sept. 20. The bill for at Vernon on October 16.
conserving radium lands, framed amid
wide interests of radium cures some
months ago, was abandoned, temporJefferson Reynolds, President
arily at least, today by the house. It
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
was made "continuing
privileged
H allot Reynolds, Cashier.
H. ' Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
which
enables
tl
measure," however,
to be called up at any time or not at
all. Its sponsors explained there was
no particular reason for pressing It
now.

dem.-ocrat-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
114,

Cts.

LOOKING

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

PHONE VEGAS

for

LEAVES

ZOGBAUM

London, Sept. 2G. Lieutenant Rufus
Zogbaum, United States navy, who
has of late been In charge of the German embassy here, left today for
Washington to report for naval duty.
His place has been taken by a representative of the state department.

Interest in the better babies con- if the conflict is prolonged through
At ahout noon today,' after behav.
test
at the armory, in connection with the winter. Some of the correspond.
itself
an
in
ing
exemplary manner all
ents are already reporting that the
morning, and nobody knows for how the county fair, is on the increase
soldiers' uniforms are beginning to
25
been
entries have
many mornings besides, a pile of daily. Already
stable litter in the backyard of a house made. Several of the merchants have show wear and tear. It used to be

Cranberries
Cents
BM Wi&

MRS. ATTELL DEAD
San Francisco, Sept. 26. Mrs. Annie Attell, mother of three pugilists,
died
two of whom are
here today, aged 64. Monte Atell, for-ribantamweight champion, was
with her, but his brother, Abe, the
former featherweight champion Is in
4 the east, the family does not know
where.

3 LBS

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

TWENTY-FIV-

The Season's First Crop.

TI-lI- S

Sweet
Potatoes

Hounty on one coyote akin was
claimed by Sottro Lucero of

Tomorrow Judge David JV Leahy,
Assistant District Attorney Chester
A. Hunker, Miss Sablna Gustafson,
stenographer, and Louis Ilfeld will
leave for Santa Rosa, where court
will convene Monday.

PEARS,
PLUMS.

Quarts

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Cutler Brothers' insurance and real
estate agency removed to northwest
corner of the Plaza In Hotel Ro- n'aine. Adv.

Preserve

CQCL

Jersey

Regular Christian Science services
Washington, Sept 26. A new hill In the O. R. C. hall Sunday morning
for leasing government coal lands In at 11 o'clock. Subject of the Bible
Alaska passed the senate today as a lesson is "Reality."
substitute for a bill recently passed
Special rates by the month at El
by the house. It would restrict leas Poi venir. Phones Olive 5174 or Main
es to American citizens. Several sen- 20 Adv.
ators pointed out there was danger
A marriage license was Issued yesthat foreign corporations might otherterday
by the county clerk to Maria
wise control much Alaskan territory.
Victorania Felonis Padilla, aged 18
years, and Juan Hernandez, aged 24
years, both of Las Manuelitas.

DO IT NOV.

G

NEWS

BILL

NEW LEASING

THE CITY CHAMPS
Chicago, Sept, 26. The first game
In the annlual city series between the
Chicago White Sox and Cubs will he
played on Wednesday, October 7, at
the grounds of the American league
club on the South side; It was declared today. The club which Is the first
to win four games will be proclaimed
the city champions.

LOCAL

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1914.
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SEE THIS WONDERFUL

STOVE

BEFORE BUYING

J. C. Johnsen & Son,
Exclusive LocaJ Agents.
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